Measurement of sound-pressure distribution in replicas of the oral cavity.
The spatial distributions of sound pressure in artificial oral cavities were measured to examine the characteristics of wave propagation in the vocal tract. The measurement was performed with plaster replicas of the oral cavity, and pure tones were used as the driving signals to obtain both amplitude and phase distributions at varied frequencies. Plane-wave propagation, which has been widely assumed for speech production models, was examined from the measured spatial distributions of sound pressure. Trajectories of media particles and vectorial maps of acoustic intensity, which can be computed from the measured pressure distributions, were also presented to visualize the acoustic field in the oral cavity. The results showed that at certain frequencies there existed points where sound pressure was absolutely zero, with the phase spatially circulating around them. Up to about 4 kHz, except at these certain frequencies, the wave front was almost one-dimensional, though an amplitude gradient was seen in the vertical direction.